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ABSTRACT 

The Random Phase Approximation is used to calculate 
the response of a nucleus to an external field* Thte 
method allows a full treatment of continuum effects. 
Effective interactions to be used are discussed, and 
the consistency between the mean field and the residual 
interaction is stressed. Some applications to excitation 
properties of spherical nuclei are shown. 

1. introduction 
i ' 
jln these lectures, we are concerned with the microsccpie des

cription of excitations in nuclei. We restrict ourselves to the 
case ,of small -amplitude excitations, leaving aside a large variety 
of phenomena studied under the name of large amplitude collective 
motlqns. Nevertheless, our restricted .field of interest still 
embodies a great number of different types of nuclear excitations, 
such t as the low lying collective states, the various kinds of 
giant resonances, or the highly excited single particle (single 
hole> states in odd mass nuclei. The very intensive activity devo
ted to the study of giant resonances and deep hole states, both 
experimentally and theoretically, has been'rather successful In the 
past 'few years. The confrontation between theories and experiments 
has led to quite a few interesting results, and we can certainly 
expedt much more to-come in the future. This is our main motivation 
for describine here in some detail one of the current theories, 
the 'self-consistent Random Phase Approximation (RPA), and for 
illustrating its successes and shortcomings by a few examples. 

•If the giant resonances are collective excitations of small 
amplitude built on the nuclear ground state, then they should fit 
well 'into the framework of the RPA, a theory designed for small 
amplitude excitations [1]. Actually, the RPA has been used in 
nuclei ' for quite a -long time, but in most of the applications a 
purely phenomenolagical point of view was adopted. Indeed, the 
single particle energies (restricted to the vicinity of the Fermi 
level! «ere taken "from experiment" and then the residual interac
tion was adjusted to obtain the excited state energies. 

However, it seems for many reasons desirable'to consider the 
RPA in a ' more self-consistent framework. One reason is the well 
known relationship between the RPA and the Hartree-Fock (HF) 
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approximation) which is clearly shown by the linearized Tine Dependent 
Hartree-Focfc (TOHF) equations or by the stability conditions of the 
HF solution [2]. Since the HF approximation Is able to describe quan
titatively nuclear ground state properties, it is natural to extend 
it to the study of excited states through the self-consistent RPA. 
This extension also allows us to know better the effective two-body 
interactions, because just the HF ground state Is not enough to deter
mine every component of the interaction, such as the spin and 
spin-isospin components in the partlcle-hoxe channel. Another Impor
tant feature of the HF-RPA approach Is the fact that It constitutes 
the framework of the microscopic sum rule theories [3]. Indeed, 
the odd energy-weighted sum rules ni| , m_( and ntj have been derived 
by assuming that the same two-body interaction gives rise to the HF 
ground state and the RPA states. Therefore, the HF-RPA model is 
directly related to the sum rule theories, and It compléments 
them in those cases where the knowledge of a few moments of the 
strength distribution is not sufficient for determining the resonance 
energies and the corresponding transition probabilities. 

A major progress in the HF description of nuclear ground sta
tes was achieved with the appearance of effective interactions which 
are density dependent. Among these Interactions, the Skyrme type 
forces [4,5] have been very widely used for HF calculations because 
they lead to considerable computational simplifications. Indeed, 
the HF equations with Skyrme interactions can be solved in coordinate 
space [S] without expanding on a set of basis states. It has been 
shown [6] that this is also true for the HF-RPA equations. This 
feature is interesting, firstly because one does not need to truncate 
the particle-hole space in the RPA calculations, and secondly because 
continuum effects are taken into account in the description of 
giant resonances. Although there exist HF-RPA calculations which use 
finite range interactions [7], we shall here restrict our discussion 
to self-consistent RPA calculations performed with Skyrme type 
interactions. 

2. The Nuclear Linear Response 

Let H be the Hamiltonian of a system of Interacting nucléons. 
We denote by $ its stationary states and by 6» the corresponding 
eigen-energies. ̂ hey obey the time dependent Schïodlnger equation : 

« h 4Vt) = Ho *„«=> • o ) 
For any one-body operator Q, we can define i t s ground s tate expec
ta t i on value : 

% S <4>ol <»l*o> '<« 
which is time-independent. We can also work In the Heisenberg 



representation of state vectors and operators : 
* iH0t/H . 
r " r " (3) 
A iH0t/K -1H t/K 
0(t) = e ° Q e ° 

and we have the well-known property : 
"o=<$ol 0 ( t )lfo> • < 4 ) 

We suppose now that the system is submitted to an external field 
A f (t)where A is a one-body operator and f <t) is a real function of 
time, so that the Hamiltonian becomes : 

H o_»H(t) = H 0 * A fit) . 
The new eigenstates obey the equation l|i i ^ n

{ t > = H 'rV**' 
or equivalently, 

I* £c >|»n<t) = A(t)f (t) lpn(t) , (5) 
where we have defined <|>n(t) and A(t) in a way similar to eq.O). The change in the ground state expectation value of Q at time 
t due to the external field A f(t) is called the response of the 
system : 

^>=<t 0i«it> t-4 0|oi$ 0> w> 
In all what follows, we have in oiind a field A weak enough to 

allow us to expand all quantities in power series of A and to 
keep the few first terms : 

Then, eq.(S) becomes : 

-
(7) 

The linear response of the nucleus is obtained by keeping in 
eq.(6) only terms linear in A. If we define the linear response'func
tion R(t-t') as : 



f 0 If t $ t' 

j -l<$„|£Â<t'),S 

* 4 ** 
(8) 

R(t-f) g •< .Î . » « , , i . 

then the linear response q(t) Is given by : 

q(t) = - ± J ^ RU-t'KttMdt1 . (9) 
We can relate the linear response function R to a familiar 

quantity, the particle-hole (p-h) Green function. Let us introduce 
the second quantized expressions of the local operators A and 
Q : 

A = fd>r «î) tô?> ¥(?>, 0 = ( d V 0(r') y\p)V (?•> , 
where ¥(?)( ̂ (r)) Is the field operator creating (annihilating) 
a nucléon at point r. We then obtain : 

R(t-t') = fi'i d V A(r)Q(r') 

* l6>(t.f)<$o| [ ^(.iffe), <^(.') "P(K')jjJ>! 
(10) 

where we have used the notation x 3 (ftt), Xn the second line 
of eq.(IO) we recognize the retarded p-h Green function G?(x,x') : 

[8 ] . This function G, is a special case of the more general p-h 
Green function : 

G<rïf ' î t - f )=- l<$ 0 |T< V o O ^ W H ' t ( x ' ) ' J ' ( x ' ) ) | $ o > , 

which describes the propagation of a p-h pair from x' = (¥' ,t') to 
x = (t,t>. 

It is usually convenient to work with the Fourier transforms 
of the quantities defined so far. To keep the notations simple, we 
shall use the same symbols for these quantities (functions of 
time) and their Fourier transforms (functions of energy). For ins
tance, the Fourier transform of eq.fe) reads j 

q(U > = - £ R ( U If(u') • (12) 

From eqs.(IO) and (12) one can see that the change, if in the 
density of a system subject to a perturbation A(?)e is given 
by : 

éf<r) = - / d'r< G*(r,?'i w)A(r") . (13)' 

The function c5 is therefore sometimes called the density-density 



correlation function. 

Let us now perform the Fourier transform of eq.(IO) and 
obtain the spectral representation of the linear response function. 
If we insert a complete set of eigenstates i m_ J of the Hamiltonian 
H in the commutator of eq.(10) and use the relation : 

-ico(t-t') 
eu-t-) = - i i w ^ 

-0» ' 

we then obtain for the Fourier transform of R(t-t') the following 
expression 

<1t) 
R( a ) = fd'rd'r'A(r)Qtr') 2 <(j>0 | f<r ) ^ (r> l 4> n > 

n ( 

.<•.! tfc> Y ^ l ^ h j ^ - • û^nfi-
We now see that R( Co ) contains the information on the properties of 
the excited states. Its poles on the positive real axis give the 
excitation energies CO 3, CO• - O • If we choose A = Q (hermitian 
operator), the residues of Rroj ) are just the transition probabi
lities f<4> I Q l $ >J *• Furthermore, the distribution of transition 
strength St Sa» ) can be obtained from the imaginary part of R(t>). 
For <U^0, we have : 

S < « ) S £ l < r < t > o l Q l ( i ' n > r < f ( U - M n o ) = fi*"» < <" > • ( "> 
n '• 

In summary, the linear response function R can be calculated 
if one knows the retarded p-h Green function Gl. The relation between 
R and G. is eq.(10), which can be rewritten more conveniently 

R(«> = j dJrdVA(r)G*(r,t's«)Q;(r') (16) 

In eq. (16) we can replace C? by the full p-h Green function G- If 
O»>0 since we have [63 s 

Re G^(r,î'ï<iï) = Re G^r.r'; W ) 

Im (§(?,?• stt) J 1 " ^ » ? > > i f CO>0 
c r-Iro G2(r,r» -r « ) i f GJ ^ 0 

3. The Random Phase Approximation 

The exact p-h Green function (L is a complicated quantity which 
obeys a chain of Integral equations involving the full set of 



many-body Green functions [8]. For the restricted purpose of studying 
small amplitude vibrations, one generally uses the RPA to approxima
tely calculate G?. It can be easily seen that the RPA is indeed a 
small amplitude approximation by deriving the RPA from the linearized 
time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) equations [1]. For the applica
tions which will be discussed in the next sections, it is convenient 
to formulate the RPA equations in the coordinate representation. In 
this section, we recall the derivation of Bertsch and Tsai [6] which 
is well suited to Hamiltonians of the Skyrme type. 

If the starting effective interaction is zero-range (but It can 
depend on the local density and on the velocities of the nucléons), 
the corresponding HF Hamiltonian H is a functional of local densi
ties [5]. For simplicity we write explicitly the dependence of H on 
nuclear density P only, but the dependence on kinetic energy densi
ty, spin density, etc. can be treated as well. We have : 

H 0 = H( f 0) = T t U( ft) , (17) 

where T is the kinetic^energy^U the HF potential depending on the HF 
density P/r) = ̂ <jW[r) *R(?) (we always denote by the subscripts 
i and m éhe occupied and unoccupied states, respectively). Here, 
<£ is an eigenstate of H with eigenvalue £.. 

When we add to.the original Hamiltonian the small perturbation 
A(r)-(e + e ), the TDHF approximation says that the pertur
bed system is described by a Slater determinant built on modified 
wave functions <j>. : 

«frjtf) = ftl?) * \ ( r ) e i w t • ^ 1 ( r ) e -
i c o t (18) 

such that < A J ft> = O i | f t > = 0. 
The©,1 s are solutions of the TDHF equations : 

1 et ̂ 1 = (H<t) - s i ) <k • < 1 9 ) 

The new TDHF density is : 

f i t ) . Zft[4> 1 - /» 0 * <J fe - 1 W t

+ J f * e l w t , (20) 
whereas the HF Hamiltonian H(t) can be written, to first order 
in OP , as : 

H(t) = H 0 + [ ( A ( ? ) e - 1 W t

+ ^ if =•""«..:.] (21) 

From eqs.(18),(19} and (20) we obtain the following solutions : 



We can now use eq.(20) to obtain the density change Q0 

Jf<?) = - J d V (40,(r,?'i u))(Aff')+-|^ < 
In this expression» we have introduced the quantity : 

#><*,*, *> > = Zfi<?,<-?|-—i 

(22) 

»(?'» . (23) 

-Sj-W-i 7 

which is just the non-interacting p-h Green function. By comparing 
eqs.(23) and (13), we can get the following integral equation for 

+ H e . g l ! w - i T l*>Pi<*> »> 
i Green function. By comparing 
allowing integral equation for 

(25) 
We can thus recognize the familiar integral equation of the RPA, 
which is usually expressed in the configuration representation rather 
than in coordinate space. 

We may also notice that the residual interaction in eq-(25) 
Is Just TUtfof, This definition corresponds to the interaction between 
quasi-particles in the Landau-Migdal theory of fermion systems [9?, 
and it takes into account the rearrangement contributions to the 
residual p-h interaction when the starting effective force is 
density dependent. Indeed, if f 0> is a normalized Slater determi
nant and i^j a complete set of single particle states, we have : 

E =<o | T+V | o> = Z < - 1 T 11>£ r 4 £ , < * p I V I * S > A £ y / » , 
where is the one-body density matrix and 
^ V } A denotes antisymmetrized matrix elements. If V has a density 
dependence, the matrix elements of the HF Hamiltonian are given by : 

>ft «Ï 



where the last term is a rearrangement contribution to the HF poten
tiel Urf- . We then have 

7ftr--^-<-H»«^ rearrangement terms ; 

l.e.,eW/ty gives the usual antisymmetrized interaction when there is 
no density dependence in V. 

In practice, once an effective interaction h'as been chosen* the 
residual p-h interaction of eq.(25) is unambiguously determined. 
First, one has to solve the HF problem in order to construct the non-
interacting Green function C,, , and then eq.(25) is solved numeri
cally. This can be done by choosing a grid of mesh points in the 
(r,r')-plan& and replacing eq.(25) by a matrix equation [6], The 
continuous part of the single particle spectrum can be handled 
exactly and without cut-off, as It is explained In Appendix A. This 
feature is interesting because the effects of particle escape widths 
are thus included and they give rise to finite widths for the 
giant resonances. Also, one avoids truncation problems in the RPA 
calculations since one is using the complete p-h space. 

4. ' Effective interactions 

• The first requirement that an effective interaction must fulfil 
to be suitable for the HF-RPA model i& that it should reproduce rea
sonably well the gross properties of nuclear ground states (satura
tion, binding energy» nuclear radius) in the HF approximation. The 
common feature of all these interactions is that they are density 
dependent. They are either semi-phenomenological in the sense 
that they are renormalized G-matrices [10], or purely phenomenolo-
gical forces fitted on KF properties [7,11]. Among the latter, the 
Skyrme type forces [4 ] are very widely used because they are 
easy to handle. 

A typical Skyrme interaction has the followinq form t 

+ t2(1+XjP, )Tc'. X(? 1-r 2)lT+ i W o(0^ +ff 2).('k ,xo r(? 1-7 2)k) , 

where P^ s <1+<n,.0£>/2 is the spin exchange operator, 
k s (Vfl-V?)/^ and kl is the hermitlan conjugate of k. 

When such an interaction is used to calculate the potential 
energy of a Slater determinant, one obtains a rather simple functional 



of local densities. It is then possible to solve the variational HF 
problem in coordinate space without expanding on a discrete state 
basis. 

Phenostenological Skyrme interactions must be viewed as parame-
trizations of a renormalized G-matrix. This kind of parametrization 
can he trusted only in some limited subspace of the configuration 
spacer as one can see from the quadratic momentum dependence which 
is certainly unrealistic at large momenta* 

To characterize the particie-hole interaction corresponding to 
the Skyrme force, it is convenient to express the direct + exchange 
p-h interaction V . in terms of the Landau-Higdal parameters : 

x P* (cos 0 Î , 
* (27) 

where N s2k-in / ft'ti1 (m is the nucléon effective mass in nuclear 
matter), k- and Vy are the momenta of the interacting quasi-particles 
at the Fermi surface, 'q* is the momentum transfer, and cos 0 = 
Tktj.T̂ /k-k_. For the Skyrme interaction, only t - 0 and $ = 1 Landau 
parameters are non-zero. Applying the d'E/àpdP rule of the 
preceding section, one finds : 

F o = " o ^ o +-^^M«< +1i(U+2J+««(1-o(>(1*2x3)<-^^) 83 
k' 

* -^-{3t^tzi5*itx2)] - Si t2(S+«x2) J 

- f t2(U2x2)[ 
ft t tS^ k* 

V "Nol«T ( 1 - 2 x o U -J
2f-(1-2x3K /[6,(1-2x^-^(1+2X3)] 

-ft 2(1 +2x 2)} 

k* e 
F1=- No/{ ^VV 5^»} 
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k* 
^ N . r f«i-*2 ^ . «8> 

The first systematic détermination of Skyrme parameters 
was done in ref.Ctî], where a linear density dependence ( 0( =1, 
x,=1) was adopted because of its equivalence with a three-body contact 
farce in the KF approximation, and the values of some of the parameters 
were kept fixed (x.=x-=0) for simplicity. A whole family of Skyrme 
forces, which could describe reasonably well the ground state 
binding energies and charge densities for nuclei ranging from 
the light to the heavy mass region, was thus found. The force 
S H I is often used in the literature because It leads to a non-
locality effective mass*n7m = 0.76 In nuclear matter. This value of 
In/m is reasonably close to that given by a G-matrlx calculation, 
whereas the other parameter sets of rer.[11] lead to effective 
masses which are either too large or toe stiiall. 

In spite of its satisfactory results In HF calculations, the 
force SIII suffers from some defects. First of all, it gives a value 
of 356 Me\l for the incompressibllity in nuclear matter, K&, a ki x 
V(E/A)/ okjt. Consequently, the calculated energy of the breathing 
mode in nuclei- is too high as compared with experiment [3,12]. 
The large value of K„> is a common feature of all Skyrme Interactions 
having a linear density dependence. One can lower the value of K«o 
and obtain a better agreement with the monopole energies in nuclei 
if one allows a /> -dependence with °t < 1 [13,14]. One must note 
that it is possible to get good monopole energies while keeping a 
large value for K M if one Introduces p * and /> ' terms in the 
SKyrme force [15]. However, G-matrix calculations indicate that 
the density dependence of the effective interaction is better 
reproduced with «~1/3 or 1/6 [10]. 

The second defect of the force Sill concerns its spin proper
ties. The KF calculations are performed in the space of time-reversal 
invariant Slater determinants, and therefore the fitting procedure 
is just insensitive to the spin properties of the force. It is 
important to have some control on these properties if one wants to 
insure the spin stability or to have a correct description of 
spin-flip excitations. A recent attempt has been made [lé] to 
determine an interaction of the form (26) by including constraints 
on the G and G' Landau parameters In addition, tfi the usual require
ments on°HF results. The force SGII with a f ' -density dependence 
( K „ = 215 MeV) was thus obtained. In Table 1 we compare the Landau 
parameters of SIII, SGII and of an effective G-matrix [10]. One 
can notice that both SIII and SGII give very small values of G at 



saturation density. If one goes to smaller densities, G becomes 
negative for SIII and comes closer to the spin instability limit 
(G =-1). For G', the values are also too small at saturation density, 
i.e\ in the nuclear interior but they tend to increase at the 
nuclear surface (half-density), especially for SGII. Since spin-
flip modes like M1 or Gamow-Teller states in finite nuclei are 
essentially at the surface, one can expect a better description 
of these states with SGII than with SIII. 

A third point to mention condoms the difference in the 
pairing properties of SIII and SGII. In fig. 1 we show the matri* 
elements V = < ( f 7 / z ) ' | v l <f7/2'* > a ' 1 V I calculated with these 
two interactions, the Kuo-Brown force and the phenomenological 
Schiffer-True interaction [17]. While SCII gives a satisfactory 
pairing matrix element, SIII is doing rather badly in that respect. 

Table 1i Landau parameters 

S I I I SCII S I I I SGII G-matrlx 

at saturati an density at half density 

F» 0.30 -0.22 -1.53 -1.23 -0.44 
F o 0.87 0.73 1.48 1.02 0.62 

<=o 0.05 0.01 -0,15 0.24 0-28 

% 0.46 0.50 0.66 0.77 0.87 

?1 -0.71 -0.64 -0.96 
Fi 0.49 0.52 0.42 

«, 0.49 0.61 0.43 
Ci 0.49 0.43 0.10 

[MeV fifl 
208. 196. 222. 

To conclude this section, one can state that the interaction 
SIII is not suited to describe spin-flip transitions and compression 
modes, «here interactions like SGII ara more satisfactory. For 
other natural parity excitations (isoscalar and isovector), some 
results obtained with SIII and SGII will be discussed in the follo
wing sections. 
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Fla.1 : particle-particle matrix elements of SIII ( Q ), 

SGII ( A ) , Kuo-Brown ( •) and Schiffer-True ( O ) . 

5. Low lying collective states 

In this section, we illustrate the method presented in sect. 3 
by applying it to the calculation of low lying natural parity states 
in 2" 8 Pb. For excitation energies O below the particle emission 
threshold, the Green function obtained by solving eq.(25) is real. 
The response function (16) exhibits discrete poles at the energies of 
the RPA states. The transition probability B(EL) of e?--* state 
can be calculated by evaluating numerically the residue ofRio» 
at that pole. This method can be quite accurate if the RPA poles are 
well separated, which is generally the case In the lower part of the 
spectrum. An alternative method was used in refs.[£,1S] where 
the Green function is calculated at complex energies &>+i Û./2 ; then, 
the strength distribution (15) acquires ar> artificial width à 
around the discrete state and the B(EL) value can be evaluated. 

In Table 2, calculated [18,19] and experimental results 
[20,21] for the collective ifoscalar states in 208pb are compared. 
The results of ref.£18] were calculated with a Skyrme type force 
determined b> Liu and Brown, those of ref.[19] correspond to the 



Sin force. The level of agreement with experiment is typical of 
this kind of HF-RPA approach. The strongly collective features 
are reproduced. Some discrepancy in the energies of the 2* and 4* 
states can be seen. This difficulty was also found in ref.[6] where 
interactions SI and SII were used. Some improvement can be obtained 
with the force SGII .which gives 5.1 HeV for the 2* energy with 
B(E2) = 2.83 x 10*e'fm . 

Table 2 : Low lying states in ' 

L E (MeV) B(ELKx 10 2 L *V fm 2 L 

ref . [18J re f . [19 ] exp. r e f . t I B ] re f . [ 19 ] (e ,e ' ) 
[20] 

( o f , * ) 
[21] 

2 + 5.6 6.05 4.07 3.29 3.44 2.96 3.70 

3" 2.8 3.00 2.63 6.84 5.60 7.72 7.74 

4* Ô.4 6.60 4.32 1.37 1.03 1.29 1.60 

5" 3.4 3.80 3.19 0.57 0.34 0.45 0.56 

. The solution of eq.(25) provides also the transition density, 
•kf S£QS f (?) I N> and transition convection current, A » 
3= <tfj J<?)l N > for the RPA state | N >. The operators Pand j 

are defined in the usual way : 

$cf) = r «r(?-?,) 
' 1=1 l (29) 

Because of the single pole structure of the Green function (see 
eq.Oq-)) when aï is <Uose to an RPA energy 4$ M, the fiormalized 
transition density of (?) can be obtained by looxing at 

J (L (?,?'; CO )Q(r')d3r', where Q is the appropriate multlpole 
operator. A similar procedure applies for the calculation of 7(F) and 
other types of transition currents [22]. 

In figs.Z and 3 are shown the radial parts of the transition 
density Q"P, and of _the divergence of the current 7.J calculated 
for the 2 state in Z 0 8 P b ( <0 N = 5.1 HeV) using the Interaction 
SGII [22]. For this low lying i&tate, the shape of. , of is very 
different from that predicted by the Tassie model, r " d P /dr. The 
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Fia. 2 : Transition density of the low lying 2 state 
208a (dashed line) and the quadrupole resonance (solid line) in ph. 

5.j6oJM<w«fm-3] 

Flo.3 ! Divergence of the convection current of the low lying I 
state (dashed line) and the quadrupole resonance (solid line) in 

2 0 8Ph. 



calculated of agrees rather well with the transition density 
extracted from (e,e') experiments £23]. 

The quantity V . J is closely related to of . If the inter
action is velocity-independent one has the continuity equation : 

V.jA = - i[H,ptf)J , (30) 
which shows that for exact eigenstates of H, 7.3 and of are 
proportional, the factor being just the excitation energy. For the 
Skyrme Hamiltonian, eq.(30) still holds if one neglects the spin-
orbit contributions. By comparing the dashed curves of figs.2 and 
3, one can see that the relationship between 7.3 and àP is well 
obeyed in RPA. * 

6. Isoscalar Resonances 

Above the particle emission threshold* the multipole strength 
of the RPA states is continuously distributed. The attractive p-h 
residual interaction in the isoscalar channel concentrates large 
fractions of strength in some small energy intervals and gives rise 
to resonances which arc generally narrow. 

Liu and Brown [16] have calculated systematically the positions 
and B(EL) values of the giant resonances up to L=*, using <. Skyrme 
type interaction which has properties similar to SIII. Their calcu
lations reproduce correctly the energy of the quadrupole resonance 
In spherical nuclei. They find that the quadrupole resonance 
exhausts about 2/3 of the energy weighted sum rule (EWSR). They 
also predict the division of the octupole strength into a low energy 
octupole resonance (LEUR) and a high energy octupole resonance (HEOR), 
which is confirmed by the data. Their calculated monopole energies 
are too high because they use an interaction which gives K —=378 HeV. 

The calculations of ref.[1S] were done in r-space, but the 
continuum was discretized by putting a box boundary condition and 
therefore the information on escape widths was lost. The full 
continuum treatment was carried out in ref.[24], using the force 
SIX I. It is found that the peak energy of the quadrupole resonance 
in 208pD is 11.6 MeV with an escape width of only 500 keV. whereas 
in 1 é 0 the energy and width are 20.5 MeV and 1.7 MeV, respectively. 
Similar results are obtained with the interaction SGII [22], 
One can conclude that escape widths of quadrupole resonances 
are generally small as compared to their total measured widths. 
The escape width becomes smaller in heavy nuclei because the 
unbound single particle states involved correspond to larger orbital 
momentum. The effects of more complex configurations (2p,-2h, 
etc..) not contained in the RPA model are .very important for 
describing total widths of quadrupole resonances [25,26]. 
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Fig.4 : Isoscalar monopole 
strength distributions 

Fig. 5 : Isoscalar dipole 
strength distributions 

In figs. 2 and 3 are shown the transition density and the 
divergence of transition current for the quadrupole resonance in 
208 pb calculated with the force SGII [221. The shapes are quite 

different from those of the low lying 2 state. They are more 
similar to the Tassle model prediction, although there are diffe
rences in the interior region. This might be due to the fact that 
the giant resonance appears as a very collective excitation (72 * 
of EWSR), but still an appreciable fraction of the strength (18 X of 
EWSR) Is taken by the low lying state. 

The isoscalar monopole resonances constitute an interesting 



case because of the information they can bring en a very essential 
property of nuclear systems, their incompressibility. There is 
an abundant literature on this subject [27]. As we have already 
mentioned, the monopole energy is one of the stringent tests to 
differentiate between various interactions which otherwise would 
seen equally good as far as their HF properties are concerned» In 
fig.4 we show the monopole strength distributions (corresponding 
to the operator r a) in spherical nuclei, calculated with the 
interaction SGII [12]. The main results are summarized in Table 3. 

Table 3 : Calculated energies and widths (in HeV) 

of isoscalar compression modes 

W C a «•zr 208 p b 

E 
Monopole — 

20-30. 

>•>• 

18.S 

2.6 

14.6 

1.7 

E 
OipoXe 

P 
20-*0. 

nj 20. 
33. 
£.8 

25.9 
3.2 

In medium and heavy nuclei, the calculated monopole mode 
appears as a giant resonance whose peak energy is approximately 
65 A - 1 / 3 MeV. close to the experimental value. The width at half 
maximum is larger than the quadrupole escape width and accounts 
for more than half of the total width. The spreading width due 
to the complex configurations is still important but perhaps not 
dominant, because there are strong cancellation effects which tend 
to decrease the monopole spreading width [25,26]. If on^ goes to a 
lighter nucleus like ^ C a , the strength distribution becomes 
very broad and it is not possible to define a peak energy* The 
coupling to 2p-2h configurations would redistribute the strength 
and probably spread out further the monopole distribution. This Is 
consistent with the experimental fact that, in nuclei lighter than 
Ni, only bits and pieces of monopole strength have been measured 
but there is no evidence for a strong monopole resonance in these 
nuclei-

The iscscalar dipole resonance is another example of a compres
sion mode predicted by the HF-RPA model. In fig.5 are shown the 
strength distributions calculated in ref.[12] for the operator r*Y 1 Q, 
and the energies snd widths are given in Table 3. In the case 



of the isoscalar dipole, it is particularly important to have 
self-consistency in the RPA. Only under this condition can one 
apply Thouless theorem which says that the spurious center-of-
mass state comes out at zero energy and does not mix up with the 
physical states. This question of the center-of-mass state mould 
be a serious problem for any RPA calculation of the isoscalar 
dipole resonance in whitf- self-cons latency is not enforced. 

From fig. 5 one can see that the dipole resonance is very 
broad» with most of the strength at high excitation energy. The 
calculated peak energies are roughly given by 150 A-1/3 MeV. 
The dipole energies come out higher if they are calculated with an 
interaction having a larger value of K«o.ilke Sill ?C 12]. In the 
case of SGII, the dipole resonances in °Zr and £ 0 8 P b exhaust 
respectively 73 % and 58 % of the center-of-mass corrected E»SR 
corresponding to r*Y.. : 

«i-fs'fe ( 1 1< r*> - T < ' S > 2 » • <"> 
In all the nuclei studied, there is about 10 % of the EWSR contained 
in small peaks located in the lower energy region around H NeV. 

There are few experimental evidences of the dipole compression 
mode £26,29]. In the most recent study 129], a resonance i n ^ P b 
centered at 21.5 MeV with a width of 5.7 MeV was observed and 
assigned to be an isoscalar dipole exhausting 70 % of the sum 
rule (31). The calculated peak energy seems somewhat larger than 
the experimental one. The coupling to 2p-2h configurations might 
shift the RPA energy to lower values, as it Is the case for the 
2* and 0 resonances [25,26]. 

7. Isovector resonances 

The giant dipole resonance (GDR) was the first collective 
resonance to be experimentally known in nuclei, and for a rather 
long period it was the only one. It has been calculated time 
and again in the phenomenologlcal RPA model» but it is always 
difficult to obtain a good agreement with the experimental energy 
without adjusting the residual interaction to unrealistic large 
values. The reason is that the GDR is mainly built on 1 h*6* configu
rations, i.e. one starts from p-h energies of the order of 41JC ' 
MeV if one takes them "from experiment". In a nucleus like J U B P b , 
these experimental energies are about 7 MeV whereas the GDR energy 
ià around 13.5 MeV, which means that the residual isovector inter
action must be able to shift upwards considerably the collective 
state. 

In the self-consistent RPA approach, the unperturbed p-h 
energies £ _ are determined by the HF spectrum and they are generally 



larger than in the experimental single particle spectrum. If 
one takes a reasonable value of the effective mass* say m/n> = 
0.75, then one has Spt, S* (•/*)*! A*"1'3 MeV si 9 MeV in 208 P b . 
Therefore, in the HF-RPA model one generally obtains the correct 
COR energy If the interaction corresponds to a realistic effective 
mass. The detailed shape of the GDR will depend on the isovector 
properties (neutron-proton asymmetry) of the residual interaction. 

In fig.6 is shown the dipo-
le photo-cross section cal
culated in 20Çpb u s i n g the 
interaction SIII [24]. 
First of all, the COR does 
not appear as a single peak 
as it is the case for the 
isoscalar giant resonances. 
The isovector residual inter
action pushes up the 
dipole strength to the cor
rect energy region, but the 
collective effect is 
not strong enough to gather 
the strength into one 
state. This is a common fea
ture of all isovector giant 
resonances, which are 
generally split into many 
small states in HF-RPA cal
culations [18]. If an arti
ficial Lorentzian width 
A Is Introduced into the 

c a l c u l a t i o n [ 1 6 , 3 0 ] , 
Fig.6 : Calculated (solid line) the results are smoothed out 
and experimental (dashed line) and a single bump emerges 
photo-cross sections In Z 0 8 P b . at the GDR energy. This ave

raging procedure somehow 
simulates the effects of coupling to 2p-2h and more complex 
configurations. 

In fig. 6 one can notice that another bump exists in the 
calculated photo-cross section at some * MeV above the GDR energy 
whereas the data Is quite smooth in that region. This bump was also 
found in ref.[18] where' another interaction was used. There, 
it was argued that this undesirable feature could be attributed to 
the unrealistic velocity dependence of the Skyrme parametrlzation. 
Recently, Treiner has shown[30] that the appearance of the secondary 
bump in the RPA dipole distribution could be related to the symmetry 
properties of the Interaction} and more precisely to the ratio of 
the surface to volume symmetry energy coefficients. This would be 
a new constraint for determining better effective interactions. 
However, it should be kept in mind that the spreading effects not 



contained in the RPA could redistribute the strength of the 
secondary bump even more than in the GDR region since the density 
of complicated states increases very rapidly with increasing 
energ>. 

In spite of the above mentioned problems concerning the 
detailed dipole distribution calculated in RPA, it turns out that 
the RPA model is remarkably successful in describing nuclear proper
ties related to energy-weighted integrals of the dipole strength. A 
first example is the case of the integrated photo-cross section 
g*_-, which is proportional to the static dipole polarizabilityot0 : 

< T - 2 s / f f < M > W " 2 d e , > = 2IT'(eVnc>0f D ' (32) 

The polarlzabillty ©t» is just twice the inverse energy-weighted 
sum rule mml for the operator D = ^*, (z,-R ), where R is the 
z-component of the center-of-rass coordinate of the nucleus. In 
the response function approach, the polarizabllity o ( D can be 
very simply calculated. Indeed, if we set A = Q = 0_ in eq.(14-) we 
immediately obtain Of = 2R(6J- 0). z 

Table k s RPA values of 0"_ 2
A U n [ib/MeV) calculated with 

511, 5III and SkH, compared with experiment. 

1 S0 WCa 2 0 8 p b 

SII 5.5 4.2 Z.9 
SHI 5.7 4.4 3.0 
SkH 6.5 4. S 3.3 
exp. S.a + 0.1 [32] 4.6 + 0.1 [32] 2.6 + 0.1 [33] 

In Table 4 are shown the calculated values of <T 2A 
taken from ref- [313» together with the data [32.33]. Except for 
small variations due to the different interactions, the agreement 
between theory and experiment is quite good. It is shown in ref. [31] 
that the RPA correlations reduce sizably the dipole polarizability 
which is generally overestimated in a model like the Tatnra-Dancoff 
approximation where ground state correlations are absent. 

Another example which illustrates the importance of RPA 
correlations is the case of muon capture rates in nuclei .* If 
one assumes for simplicity the equality of the vector, axial 
vector and pseudo-scalar matrix elements involved in the p-capture 
process, the total capture rate Aji (in s - 1) can be written as [34] : 



/ y 281 R Z> J M v I * + A'^ . (33) 
where A ' i s f»e recoil correction part of A f R is a factor 
expressing the effect of the muon wave function, arid | M» | * is 
the squared matrix elsment associated with the vector coupling : 

M-I^Y j*k«if. j < A«!»i«»i i- »> 
N ^ X 

Here, the summation runs over all final nuclear states N, l/^ 
is the energy of the emitted neutrino having momenvum q*,. The 
assumption | M., | * = [ X, | ' = | M p( a would be strictly valid if 
SU (4) is a good nuclear ̂ yametry, and it is probably reasonable in 
M = Z nuclei. 

The matrix element |VL. \ * can he calculated by integrating the 
strength distribution (15) multiplied by the appropriate function 
of the excitation energy* Generally, only the first few isovector 
multipoles contribute (up to L = 2 in 16o, L =3 in *"Ca). 

Table 5 : Calculated and experimental muon capture rates A 

(in 1 0 5 s " 1 ) . 

TDA 
SIII SkH 

RPA 
SIII SkM 

exp. 

1 60 1.18 1.35 

32.19 32.97 

0.96 1.06 

23.96 2k.66 

0.97 

25.5 

In Table 5» the u-capture rates calculated in the Tamm-Dancoff 
approximation (TDA) and in RPA according to the procedure described 
here [35] are compared to their measured values. A strong decrease 
in the calculated rates when going from TDA to RPA can be seen. 
The agreement of the RPA results with experiment is quite good. 
The same method has been applied recently 136} to the case of 
H-capture by N ). Z nuclei, and similar results are obtained. 

In the case of 0 where the dominant contributions to 
J My f * come from 1 = 1 states, the («-capture rate and the photo-
nuclear cross section are closely related by isospin symmetry, 



within the SU(4) assumption, as discussed by Foldy and Walecka 
[34]. It is therefore not too surprising that the sane RPA model 
describes equally well the photo-absorption and the p-capture 
process. It remains to check the importance of the SU{4) assumption 
In the nuclei discussed here and in heavier nuclei» This involves 
the calculation of the contributions of unn?'\iral parity Isovector 
states, in addition to those of the natural parity states considered 
here. Such a calculation could be performed with an interaction 
like SGII whose spin and spin-isospin components have been more 
carefully adjusted than the older Interactions. 

To end up this section, we would like to mention the case of 
the isovector monopole resonance because of the important role 
played by this excitation mode in isospin mixing and Coulomb 
effects. It is easy to realize its importance by observing that 
the isovector part of the one-body Coulomb field can be well 
approximated, inside the nucleus, by the expression : 

V (r) = - ^ ZL <3R*-r!)t,(i) . (35) 
c 2R' 1=1 1 z 

Therefore, second order Coulomb effects will be dominated 
by a state carrying a large amount of the strength of the isovector 
monopole operator 0 M-Zr5t z(i). 

In fig. 7 are shown the RPA isovector monopole strengths ; 
calculated with the force SIII [371. The distributions are generally '. 
broad, but the monopole giant resonance emerges clearly in nuclei -
heavier than '°Zr. In '60 and ^ cCa, the centroid energies are 
3^.2 MeV and 33.6 MeV respectively, i.e. well below the hydrodynami-
cal value of 170 A-1/*1 MeV [38]. I n ^ z r and 208?b, these energies 
are respectively 33.1 KaV and 27.8 MeV, in good agreement with 
the hydrodynamical prediction. The calculated isovector monopole 
resonances have fairly large widths (7-10 MeV) due to .their high , 
excitation energies and also because of the large energy spread ', 
of the p-h configurations involved (Landau damping). This spreading • 
of single particle energies was also present in the case of the 
isoscalar monopole resonance, but the attractive residual inter
action in the isoscalar p-h channel is more efficient than the 
isovector interaction to concentrate a large amount of strength J 
in a relatively small energy Interval. This leads to a broader < 
isovector monopole distribution as compared to the isoscalar • 
monopole case in nuclei like 9 0Zr. or 2 0 8 P b . 

One must also note that the isospin projection has not been 
performed in the calculations reported here [37] and therefore 
the distributions in N ^ Z nuclei présentée! in fig.7 contain both 
T' = T and T 1 s T +1 components. However, the transition' 
strength to the T ' = T component is T times larger than to 
the T' s T +1 component, So that the calculated strength is predomi
nantly T* i T » •- . _ . . _ . . - . . . . 
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Flq.7 RPA isovector monopole strengths in Zr and Pb 

8. Spin-flip excitations 

The topic of spin- and spln-isospin flip transitions in 
nuclei is an old onet but there has been a renewal of interest 
recently because of the experimental progress in (p,n) [39] and 
(p,p') reactions [W]. 

In (p,n) réactions performed at energies above 101) MeV, 
one can excite strongly the Gamow-Teller (C-T) resonance (3™ =1 , 
AT = 1) in the analog nucleus* In nuclei having a neutron excess, 
the energy of the C-T resonance is close to that of the analog of 



the parent ground state* The energetics of the G-T resonance can be 
understood in t!,e framework of the HF-RPA model [163- The lowest 
p-h configurations involved in the G-T state are those where the 
neutron hole ( * h > 3 h ) " * l s i n t h e neutron excess and the proton 
particle is in an unoccupied state ( t = t n i S0 • c + 1/2). The 
continuum effects are not very important in mis"case, pand one can 
restrict oneself to this small subspace to diagonalize the RPA 
matrix. If one uses the single particle energies and residual 
interaction generated by an interaction like SGII, one obtains [16] 
a very collective state whose energy agrees within 1 or ? KeV with 
that of the observed G-T resonance. 

The ma.tn problem is with the transition strengths B(GT). 
'rlrit of all, one has the well-known model-independent sum rule : 

S_ - S + = 3<N-Z) , (36) 
where S and S are the total strengths corresponding to the 
operators c f T +and 0"f.i respectively» In general S is much 
smaller than S "when N> Z, so that the total G-T strength should be 
very close to 3(N-Z). This is indeed the case in the RPA calculation, 
where about 2/3 of the total lies in the collective state. On 
the other hand, the (p,n) experiments find much less strength in 
the G-T resonance. One can think of two possibilities : either 
virtual excitations of nucléons into A -isobars produce a quenching 
effect analogous to that suggested for explaining the quenching 
of "G-T matrix elements [413, or the missing strength has been 
redistributed into a far-extending background by the tensor force 
[42]. It is quite difficult at this time to rule out one or the 
other possibility. 

Attempts have been made by several authors to estimate the 
effects of A-hole excitations on the strength of G-T resonances. If 
one assumes that the values of the Landau parameter C' are the 
same in the N-M and N - A channels, the value G'5* 0.8 reads to a 
large quenching of the G-T strength. On the other hand, cancellation 
effects between direct and exchange contributions in the N - A 
channel tend to reduce strongly the quenching of diagonal G-T 

matrix elements (but not so much in the non diagonal cases) [43]. 
This would make the role of A -hole excitations not so dominant 
as compared to cere polarization effects. In the framework of 
the Skyrme-RPA, the A -hole effect on the G-T strength has been 
evaluated with the force SGII [44]. This force gives G' = 0.77 
at the nuclear surface and 0.50 in the nuclear volume (seeTable 1), 
and therefore it simulates well the difference in the G' values 
for N-N and N-A • The results for 2Q8n.i are shown in fig.8. The 
energies and B(G-T) values of the strongest states in various 
nuclei are shown in Table 6. 

The inclusion of A -hole configurations in the RPA calculation 
does not affect much the positions of the states. On the other 
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Fig.8 :G-T strengths (in units of l£/41T )• Dashed-lines : 

p-h strengths. Unshaded bars : usual RPA. Shaded bars : RPA with 
£ isobar. 

hand, the B(G-T) value of the strongest state is considerably 
decreased. The same model has also been used to calculate the 
positions and transition strengths of Ml states [44]. A quenching 
effect of about ZC X of the total B(M1) strength is obtained 
when theA-hole excitations are included. 

9- Conclusion 

We have presented in some detail the self-consistent RPA 
approach to nuclear excitations. In this approach, the spirit is 
to relate the properties of the excited states to those of the 
effective two-body interaction in the nuclear medium. By a kind Of 
trial- and- error process, one can gain a better knowledge on 
both the nuclear excitations and the effective interaction whose 
field of validity extends beyond the description of ground state 
properties for which it was originally meant. For instance, the 
systematics of quadrupole resonance energies gives informations 
on the nucléon effective mass, and the study of the isovector 
dipole strength distributions sheds light on the surface and 
volume symmetry energies. Conversely, an interaction fitted to 
monopole resonance energies could be used to predict other compres
sion modes like the isoscalar dipole. 

The present method is formulated in coordinate space and 
it is suited to Skyrme type interactions. Its main advantage 
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is to treat fully the continuum effects within the RPA framework. 
Escape widths of giant resonances are thus automatically included. 
Moreover, cne can solve the RPA equations in the complète p-h 
space without the truncation problems inherent to the configuration 
space formulations. From a practical point of vie», the dimensions 
of the matrices in the present «nsthod do not depend on the particular 
nucleus one is studying (buc the computation time does increase 
with the mass number) and therefore there Is no special difficulty 
YiitA heavier nuclei, in contrast with the configuration space 
RPA where the dimensions grow up extremely fast with the nass 
number. 

To be complete, it must be said that the present approach has 
its limitations. The firstone comes from the Skyrme parametrization 
which, by its form, cannot simulate too well finite range effects* 
The use of Skyrme Interactions will always be limited to phenomena 
involving relatively small momentum transfers, although the precise 
domain of validity of such a parametrization is still not well esta
blished. The second limitation is due to the RPA model Itself, which 
ignores the coupling of the 1p-1h space to the more complex configu
ration? and the subsequent spreading effects. The inclusion of these 
effects can be done, but this is outside the scope of these lectures. 
In any case, these limitations of the method are perhaps a fair price 
to pay for its simplicity, since you can never have something for 
nothing. 

Table 6 : Energies relative to the parent ground state, and 

B(C-T) values (in units of g£Air>. 

Ex IMeVJ B(G-T) 

RPA RPA-A RPA RPA- A. 

*8Ca 12.5 
4.1 

11.» 
3.8 

18.2 
5.8 

11.9 
4.9 

9 0Zr 
17.4 
9.5 

U.9 
9.3 

22.2 
7.8 

13.5 
5.S 

«Os* 16.3 
11.0 

15.7 
10.8 

34.4 
17.2 

18.5 
12.6 

'«"Ce 18.3 
12.2 

17.7 
. 11.8 

41.7 
25.7 

Ï3.1 
18.3 

208 p b 21.2 
15.0 

20.3 
14.8 

89.4 
21.8 

47.9 
18.4 



Appendix A : Coordinate representation of the Green function 

The non-interacting p-h Green function of eq.{24) can be 
explicitly constructed in the following way. The summation over the 
occupied states 1 causes no problem since it contains a finite num
ber of terms and the wave functions ft a r e / ç n o w n* The main task 
is to express quantities like Of|[z+i ij -Hfl3 l"r'^ where z is a 
real parameter varying continuously (z = £• * +CO in eq.(24))„ We 
make the multipole expansion i 

The quantity 9{» i s Just the Green function corresponding to 
the radial Skyrme HF Hamlltonian [5] : 

$-*;%*! •%JiPl*''bM • (A2> 
where the HF potential Uft is the sum of a central term and 
a spin-orbit term, and lit K ^ a n r-dependent effective mass. It is 
important to notice that H~» is a purely differential operator 
in the-Skyrme case, whereas it is in general an integro-differential 
operator. For the Skyrme-HF Haroiltonian, one can therefore express 
9it ^ ] i n t e r i T 1 s °f t w 0 linearly independent solutions v and w 

of the differential equation {H Q

 J-z)v = 0. 

The solutions v anà w must satisfy the following boundary 
conditions : 

a) At the origin, v(r) is regular and w(r) is irregular : 

v_*r* + 1 , „^r-« . 

b) At infinity, and for positive values of z, v(r) behaves like 
a standing wave whereas »(r) has a radially outgoing wave 
behaviour. If z is negative, v(r) is exponentially increasing 
and w(r) is exponentially decreasing asymptotically. 

The closed form expression of 3n, is : 

to<r'r,'l,-jf *<kr * < V V • <A3> 

where W(w,v) = wv'-vw' | is the Wronskiart of the two solutions, r> 
and r > are respectively the smaller and the larger of r ana 
r'. The quantity (H2/2S)W is independent of r. 

The Green function Qg.(r,r';z) is a continuous and symmetric 



function of r and r'. Its first derivative has a discontinuity 
at r • r't 

-|j!(r' + 6 . r'(z) --|a(r- -e,r';z) » ̂ £ 1 . 

This discontinuity must be taken into account when one solves 
the RPA equation (25) with velocity-dependent interactions because 
higher order derivatives of 4», «ill appear [24]. 
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